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Providing the best R&D services for Digital TV



Help TV operators and STB manufacturers

to improve the time-to-market for a device. 

Our mission



Our strengths 

Accuracy

Experience

Detailed requirements acquisition
and thorough investigations.

Extensive knowledge of the sector
where we have been working for
more than 10 years.

Flexibity

Facilitators in international
working environments and
mindsets.



Preparation of requirements

Meetings with the TV operator or client for the

preparation and definition of the project

requirements (STB, TV, App,...).

Transfer of requirements to the manufacturer

Transfer of requirements to the manufacturer's

development team and monitoring of their correct

implementation.

How we work?

Monitoring, maintenance and updating

Monitoring and maintenance of the decoder

lifecycle, decision making, issue investigation and

study of new features.

Test

We carry out all the validation tests from the

conception of the project to its launch.



Our services

R&D for TV set-top
boxes Issue resolution

Debug the most
problematic issues.

Interface between call
center and operator
technical department.

Ensure customer
satisfaction and resolve
issues efficiently.

Validation testing (QA)

We test the operation of
both the STB and the
apps. 

Carry out all types of QA:
functional, integration,
regression,... 

In-house scripts for
endurance testing.

Find the best suitable
STB for your scenario.

Follow-up the whole
phase of development,
testing and deployment.

Support you with
certifications.



How can we help you?

Are you a small operator and want to launch a set-
top box for the first time?

We help and guide you through all the steps, from contacts
with manufacturers, certifications with Google, Netflix,..., to
your field tests.

Already have your device deployed to your clients?

We support you in debugging the most problematic issues,
interpreting information from your call center and testing
your device to suggest improvements.



Thanks!
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